
GIS BUSINESS PLANS

Costs of business are generally one of the biggest burdens any company faces, particularly if there are uncertainties of
how much can a business profit from its.

Cost-benefit analysis is not unique to GIS. An organization wants to know the costs a GIS system accrues.
And in the end, executives are just people tooâ€¦ Wanting to benefit from a GIS too. This is not a one-time
purchase, and the maintenance program assures automatic updates and access to technical support. Set aside
specific days and times for cold call selling, networking and generating referrals. Use network resources for
referrals and cross-selling. This can allow estimates of profits relative to costs for maintaining and operating
retail stores. Increase efficiencies by cataloging data and maps into templates reusable with similar projects.
Remember to include the cost of annual software maintenance for the GIS software. Ensure adequate space to
roll out and work directly from large scale maps, typically size ARCH E, 48 by 36 inches. It's a hands-on
consultancy requiring attentive customer service and a commitment to timely, accurate work delivery. Tips
Early in business, it's possible to outsource wide format plotting to printer production businesses such as
FedEx Kinkos, Alpha Graphics, or a local blueprint service. With computer skills, database training and GIS
certification, opening a company to help businesses succeed can be satisfying and rewarding. But it also helps
plan future emergencies and improve preparedness. Plotter paper must be stored vertically, requiring an area
two by two feet for the storage box. Investors want to make money. Is any spatial data collected at all? About
the Author Eric Jay Toll has been writing since , influenced by his active lifestyle. He studied broadcast
marketing and management at Southern Illinois University. As the business grows, the next priorities are a
second large-capacity hard drive, wide-format plotter and large-scale digitizer. Establish a system to protect
and secure client data.


